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Creating a more detailed query with the use of 
Wildcards

Introduction

A query can be as simple or as complicated as you wish. Entering a student number 
is an example of a simple query. It is limited to one student through the use of the
unique identifying number assigned to the student. It is, however, possible to 
generate more complicated queries, usually on groups of students, by creating a 
broad, yet specific search pattern.
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1. Complete list of wildcards in SITS

To enter a wildcard right click on into the field in which you want the wildcard to 
appear and select Insert wildcard > followed by whichever wildcard you wish to 
input. I’ve included a separate column to indicate how the wildcard icon actually 
appears in SITS.

Name Icon How it appears in SITS
Any characters * ·*
Any single character ? ·?
Or ¦ ·|
And & ·&
Not ! ·!
Equal too = ·=
Not Equal != ·!·=
Greater Than > ·>
Greater Than or Equal To >= ·>·=
Less Than < ·<
Less Than or Equal To <= ·<·=

2. Any character (*) and single character (?)

The single character (?) wildcard works as a substitute for any individual character when 
searching in the database, whereas the any character (*) is a substitute for multiple 
characters. For instance in the example below it will return anyone with a 3 character first 
name in which the first character is ‘T’ and the last is ‘M’ (e.g. Tom, Tim etc) along with a 
surname beginning with the letter ‘W’.
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3. Or character (¦)

The Or (¦) character can be used to include multiple variables in one field. In the case 
below it will bring back students on both TMEH and TMEC. 

4. Not character (¦)

The Not character (!) will omit any retrieval for the data that is entered after the wildcard 
character. In the case below it will return all students on UBEC for 2009/0 who are not
enrolled.
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5. Equal too character (=)

This allows you to specifically retrieve blank records. In the example below it will retrieve 
any students who started the UBEC programme in 2008/9 that do not have any entry in the 
Country of Domicile.

6. Greater than (>) and Less than (<) characters

The example below will return only students on UBEC who are currently unfinished and 
have a start date prior to 01/10/2007. This can be combined with the Greater than (>) 
wildcard to create a range between two dates.
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7. Greater than or equal to (>=) and Less than or equal to (<=) 
characters

Similar to the previous example but this time the date is inclusive (i.e. this report will 
return unfinished students on UBEC with a start date prior to and including 01/10/2007)
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